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A logical evolution in information management is one that scales up
from the mere use of metadata to the ellaboration of a taxonomy and
the later incorporation of an ontology. Whereas the transit from
metadata into an structured taxonomy is a relatively easy and direct
step, its mapping into an ontology is a very laborious process. Apart
from the task of metadata mapping and the assignment of logical
relations to the categories in the ontology, there is the problem of
finding a suitable ontology. While in some domains well developed
ontologies can be easily obtained (as with UNSPSC), in others no
ontology is available (as in the case of XBRL taxonomies). Given these
difficulties, some interesting strategies are being designed to
synchronize both processes of creating metadata taxonomies and the
ellaboration of the ontology (Handschuh and Staab, 2003).

In this poster we will show a comprehensive corpus of bibliographic
records with two particularitities: Records are tagged using BibTeX
and Dublin Core metadata formats, which is an important advantage
because ontologies for both metadata versions exist. Nevertheless we
lack a subject-based ontology (similar to Dolce or Cyc) that would
facilitate the discovery process of these records (Welty, 1998). For
the time being we do not know of any attempt to derive ontologies out
of any the most widely used library classification schemes (LCC/LCSH,
DDC, UDC, IFLA); although it should be a quite straitforward process.
The main advantages of such schemes are that they improve thematic
searches, harness multilingual access and increase interoperability
with other services (Koch et al., 1997).

In any case, the methodological question that we will consider are the
ways in which an ontology of structural metadata (such as BibTeX or
Dublin Core metadata) can improve the discovery process of
bibliographic information (this being the reverse process of the
ontology-focused crwaling of web documentes presented by Ehrig and
Maedche, 2003). In this poster we will show: (i) the main achivements
of our Open Archive Cataloger (OAC) project, which applies the OAI-PMH
protocol for automatic metadata harvesting and aggregation of
bibliographic records, (ii) the tools that have developed (Static
Repository Gateway, Dynamic Data Provider, Service Provider) and (iii)
our experience in using Protégé to evaluate the ontology-based
metadata browsing. The challenge is important, taking into account the
existence of powerful browsing engines solely based on the utilisation
of metadata and string searching options, as those provided by
Citeseer, Citebase or Google's Scholar services (Hitchcock ET al.,
2003).
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